A cast iron filings based model for dynamic investigation of corrosion and its compatibility with the real water distribution network
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ABSTRACT

A new model for the investigation of the impact of corrosion on water quality, based on application of cast iron filings, is proposed. The use of filings ensures a large specific surface area which permits observation of changes in water quality in a relatively small amount of material. Two models differing in idea and construction are presented in this paper. The detailed results from the one model where thin layer water flows over the cast iron filings are shown. The rate of water quality changes during stagnant periods could be controlled by different amounts of filings. The results received in the model experiment are compared with those from a real fragment (100 m) of distribution system. Deterioration of water quality observed in model conditions is similar to that in real distribution network. Increase of iron concentration, turbidity, and decrease of oxygen and nitrate concentration were observed in both systems during stagnation periods. No changes of water quality were observed during flow conditions. Elemental and phase composition of corrosion scales collected from both systems was also comparable.
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